Introduction: This paper uses a modified volume based dose mapping method to quantify dose mapping errors (DMEs) of a point-based dose mapping method and investigate the sensitivity of the DME method to the dose mapping resolutions for 4D lung treatment plans. The volume based dose mapping method in this study [1, 2] is a c++ program which is based on the overlap volume between the deformed volume and the rectilinear voxels in deformed geometry, and uses the volume overlap to compute the energy, mass deposited, and the dose (energy/mass). The c++ program was kindly provided by the author.
1)
Map dose from phase i to the reference phase, using a point-based dose mapping method (D pointBased) , which interpolates point doses in the deformation phase to a regular grid in the reference phase ;
2) Map dose from phase i to reference phase using volume based dose mapping method to obtain D volumeBased ;
3) Calculate DME:
Results: Table1 summarizes the accumulated DME of 10 lung patients. Figure 1 shows DME distribution which calculated with different DVFs (Pinnacle 8.1y and 9.100). Conclusion: Volume-based dose mapping method is valuable to quantify potential error locations in point-based dose mapping method. DVF introduced DME are improved from Pinnacle 8.1y to 9.100. Evaluated DMEs are dependent on the dose mapping resolution.
